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Builders Club Sponsor Highlight

J. Becher & Assoc. has been getting people connected 
for more than two decades. One of Builders Club’s 
newest Sponsors, J. Becher & Assoc. is a full-service 
electrical and low-voltage contractor specializing 
in commercial, industrial, and residential electrical 
systems and electronic integration solutions for homes 
and businesses. The company  has a complete staff of 
commercial low-voltage installers with a complete line 
of access control; phone and data; fi re alarms, includ-
ing the UL standard; and CCTV.  

J. Becher is a true one-stop shop. Whether it’s a 
complete electrical wiring system for a new home or a 
remodel project involving a new audio/visual system, J. 
Becher’s electricians and electronic integration special-
ists have the expertise and experience to provide the 
best products and services available.

• Experience key
The employees of J. Becher & Assoc. are the compa-
ny’s most valuable asset next to its customers, accord-
ing to Jerry Becher, who oversees operations with his 
partner Bob Welle and the assistance of supervisors 
such as residential low-voltage expert Brady Elsen-
peter, commercial low-voltage operations manager 
Jon Nelson, low-voltage systems designer Tim Hime, 
single-family home expert Brady Peterson, multi-family 
home expert Glen Swenson and estimator Bill Berg-
gren. Becher said supervisors and staff provide the 
front-line channel of communication between custom-
ers, vendors and the community at large, meaning the 

success of the company is determined by its people.
“We have a lot of knowledge here,” Becher said. 
“We’ve been doing this for a long time, so when there 
are diffi cult things or complex things to be done, we get 
the call.”

Since 1987, J. Becher & Assoc. has been providing the 
Twin Cities area with quality installation, maintenance, 
troubleshooting and repair for home wiring systems 
as well as complete low-voltage systems such as 
temperature control, landscape lighting and high-end 
features, including home automation and whole house 
entertainment.

• Taking care of builders
As the company’s low-voltage expert, Elsenpeter noted 
builders fi nd many benefi ts by working with a company 
that does both full-service electrical and low-voltage. 

He said builders can be ensured the right choices are 
being made since both sides of the electrical work 
are being done by a single company without needing  
to coordinate between separate contractors. It helps 
make J. Becher 100 percent customer oriented, he 
said. 

“We take care of our builders the way they need to be 
taken care of,” Elsenpeter added.

Becher acknowledged his company isn’t the largest in 
the market, but he knows his staff always strives to be 
the best. “We think we can compete with anybody out 
there,” he said.

“We are really truly working harder than most on being 
the best we can be,” Becher said. “We don’t want to be 
the biggest; we want to be the best.”

The dedication to being the best is what drives the 
company’s personal touch, from sitting down with the 
homeowner to discuss options and guide them through 
its state-of-the-art showroom at 20610 Commerce 
Blvd. in Rogers, to meeting builders on the worksite to 
make sure all their needs are met. 

Having wired more than 10,000 homes and business-
es, J. Becher & Assoc. has been consistently ranked 
in the Minneapolis/St. Paul Business Journal’s Top 25 
Electrical Contractors list.

One-Stop Shop for
Electrical Expertise

Awarding 4 Club Points per $10. 
Visit their showroom at 20610 Commerce Blvd. in Rogers.

For more information on how J. Becher and Assoc. can help on your next project, regardless of size, visit their website at 

www.jbecher.com or call 763-428-8630
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